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Ljubljana, 22 June 2015

Dear comrade Alexis,

In the Party for eco-socialism and sustainable development of Slovenia - TRS and throughout
the whole United Left coalition of Slovenia we are deeply concerned about the events associated
with solving the Greek debt crisis, especially since, as shown, Troika does not distance from its
highly aggressive stand against new - left - Greek government. Officials and bankers being
secured in glass palaces, with enormously high incomes, apparently are not interested in hard
living conditions of Greek people. They do not care that the health care crumbles because the
Troika demanded strict austerity policy and cuts and downsizing in the public sector. They do
not care that a quarter of citizens of Greece are unemployed and even a half of young people is
with out jobs and means for living. Even a half!!! Sitting in comfortable armchairs such officials
just do not see hungry children in the streets, doctors with out medicines, sick people without
health insurance, youth on the streets instead in the schools, etc. Or they do see, but they just do
not care? The European Union is supposed to be founded on the principles of solidarity between
European peoples. But all the institutions of the European Union as well as all EU Member States
have overridden solidarity principles with their practices. They trampled solidarity! We did
remember the statement of Slovenian Minister of Finance, who warns Greeks, that they should
not even think of not returning Slovenian Ioan.

Siryza won the elections in particular because its promise to end in humane measures imposed
to Greece and Greeks by Troika. And, selfunderstood, because has seriaus intention to realize its
promise. The reactions of the EU institutions, financial institutions and EU politicians were
expected. There is no failure, although it is already widely known, even confirmed by IMF, a
member of Troika, that austerity policy is not working. No, Alexis Tsipras left government must
be destroyed. Fortunately for all of us (what we shall recognize some years from now) the
Greeks gained with Siryza government strong and up right state policy that works for people and
not for international banksters.

All the time since Siryza won the elections we keep our fingers crossed and our hearts beat that
left Greek government will manage to save Greece from financial sharks and succeed to find
alIies in some other European governments or at least somewhere outside the EU. We firmly
believe that the EU realIy can be an organization where solidarity prevails and where peopJe are
worth more than companies and banks. Therefore, we truly hoped that the Troika would have
enough common sense and feeling and would allow Greece to take a breath and will not
continue to force Greek government to squeeze its citizens, but would help them to get from
difficult position. Unfortunately, it turned out that Greece has also tightened its stand and has
made it clear that they do not allow being blackmailed. We re gr et that it was driven so far that
Greece is seriously considering withdrawal from the Euro area and the EU.

BODI SP~EMEMBA. BODI TRS!
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Dear brothers Greeks! Dear Comrade Alexis! TRS and all the Members of the United Left of
Slovenia, and, we believe, many Slovenians are sincerely looking forward to your upright stand,
your courage to withstand the bankers and financiers who produced the economic cris is and
now they demand citizens to solve it on their shoulders. We are pleased that you have gathered
bravery to be ready to with draw from this train of misery which threatens to push all of us into
poverty. We stand on your side, we will fight that Slovenia will turn from eternal servitude to EU
institutions and financial elites to the path of progres s, solidarity and will started to serve its
citizens.
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Vice president
Matjaž Hanžek

BODI SPREMEMBA. BODI TRS!


